
Insight 
Insight refers to the ability to know your emotions and how they affect your thoughts and 
actions. Gaining insight is an important skill for building self-confidence, self-esteem, and 

empathy for others.  Insight helps students recognize their own strengths and areas of growth. 
 

Insight-November 

Grade  6-8 

Lesson Title  Insight 

Well Being Competency Indiana Social and Emotional Learning Competency: Insight 2B. 
Student recognizes personal strengths.  
"I am aware of my strengths."  
 
CASEL Standard: Self-Awareness 

Lesson Overview 2 - 1 Hour Sessions or 1- 2 Hour Session 

Objective ●  Students will be able to identify at least 3personal strengths. 
● Students will be able to understand how to use affirmation 

statements to increase self-confidence. 

Materials ● Computer w/ internet access 
● Google Slides: Insight 
● Insight Activity Sheet 

Instruction Engagement (hook) 
(Slide 3) - What is insight? - Have students predict or tell what they 
know about insight. Use the Pear Deck activity to collect responses. 
(Slide 4) - Explain insight to the class, help them understand 
examples of this. 
(Slide 5) Why is it important? Use the Pear Deck interactive activity 
to collect responses. Discuss as a group. 
 
Lesson 
Slides 6-8: Discuss through the famous people who used insight to 
overcome obstacles. 
Slide 9: What other people can the students identify?  Have them 
use the Pear Deck interactive slide to answer. 
Slide 10: Do you think these people ever got down or lacked 
positivity?   Have them use the Pear Deck interactive slide to 
answer. What got them through?   Have them use the Pear Deck 
interactive slide to answer. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1prlVro3v4BmawwDfW29pai3_hrTccDPxtpolpFOEPZg/edit?userstoinvite=rozierk287@gmail.com&ts=5f0c3d89&actionButton=1#slide=id.p/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10b33t1A3L8UG4vieNRXP5dwdGuLYFp69MIkD7Q_LvAA/copy


Slide 11: What is Self-Esteem?  Have them use the Pear Deck 
interactive slide to answer. 
Slide 12: Self Esteem - Explain. 
Slide 13: Discussion of concept - Wrap up for the class period or 
continue on. 
<< Part 2 or Continuation of Lesson>> 
Slide 15: What is Self-Esteem?  Have them use the Pear Deck 
interactive slide to answer. 
Slide 16: Students will complete the quick check-in - determining 
where they are currently. 
Slide 17: Students answer questions using the Pear Deck 
interactive slide to answer. 
Slide 18: Explain the reference about plugging in and taking care of 
one’s self. 
Slide 19: Identify your character strengths: Students can look at the 
linked in PDF or if time, take the survey using the TINY url. 
Slide 20: Have students identify the areas in their life that are “Low 
Areas” and “High Areas”. 
Slide 21: Have students use the Pear Deck slide to draw their top 
strength. 
Slide 22: Students will identify how they currently use their strengths 
and identify how areas of strengths grow their strengths. 
Slide 23: Watch the video. 
Slide 24: Have students use the Pear Deck to answer the prompt. 
Slide 25: Have students use the Pear Deck to answer the prompt. 
Slide 26: Watch the video. 
Slide 27: Have students use the Pear Deck to answer the prompt. 
Slide 28: Have students use the Pear Deck to answer the prompt. 
Slide 29: Have students use the Pear Deck to answer the prompt. 
 
Closure (wrap up) 
Slide 30/31: Students will make a magnet or index card for them to 
place in their locker, binder, or other place they look daily with a 
positive affirmation for themselves. 

A-covid-ations  This is in the form of a Pear Deck to be used with Zoom or other 
video platforms to make the experience interactive. 

Virtual Accommodation  This is in the form of a Pear Deck to be used with Zoom or other 
video platforms to make the experience interactive. 

Alternate Activities Insight Extensions 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OxsKHOZuQ0-m5S_q7zwsazb47_6m_Xbd/view?usp=sharing

